
Six Hour Package - $2300
Six hours of photography
Two Photographers
Portrait Station at your reception
650 edited and adjusted high resolution photos
High resolution DVD of all your photos
Online proofs and Online reprint ordering

Eight Hour Package - $2700
Eight hours of photography
Two Photographers
Portrait Station at your reception
750 edited and adjusted high resolution photos
High resolution DVD of all your photos
Online proofs and Online reprint ordering

Albums:
30-page 8x8 flush mount album - $550
30-page 10x10 custom designed, flush-mount album - $950

Contact me for a free consultation . To view my complete 
portfolio,  please  visit my website to view more photographs.
(707) 763-2219 or (707) 527-6661
www.owenkahn.com    
owen@owenkahn.com

PRICE LIST

OTHER CUSTOM PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE. 
Special Pricing for smaller weddings and weekday weddings.
Please contact Owen for further information. 

Engagement Portrait - $425 
 Includes studio or location portrait session, 50 online 

proofs, one 8x10 enlargement and 8 wallet prints.

When Owen Kahn Photographs Your Wedding:

n Each photograph is individually adjusted for  
 optimum quality.

n You will have two photographers.
n  Portrait station at your reception included with all six 

and eight hour packages.
n Your wedding proofs are posted online enabling your 

guests and family to view your wedding photographs 
and to order reprints and enlargements.

n You receive a high resolution DVD of all your photos.

In addition to being a professional photographer for 
20 years, Owen Kahn is a true photographic artist. 
His photographs have been featured in magazines and 
newspapers in California, as well as nationally and 
internationally. Owen’s fine art photographs have also 
appeared in many galleries in Northern California.

Wedding Photography

Owen Kahn Photography
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“I love to photograph people and the warm emotional 
moments that naturally occur on your special day. This is one 
of the many joys of being a wedding photographer. 

With artistry and sensitivity, 
my kind, calm disposition 
and diplomatic personality, 
I am able to capture the 
emotions and expressions of 
your wedding day without 
interrupting the natural flow 
of events. 

My experience as an award 
winning photojournalist 
allows me to capture those 
special candid moments 
without being intrusive. With 
over 20 years experience as a 
professional photographer I 
have developed the skill and 
insight to create memorable 
works of art of your wedding 
day. ” ~ Owen

Six and Eight Hour Packages Include 
Our Portrait Station at Your Reception.

The Photo Portrait  
Station is like a 
photo booth only 
better. Our Portrait 
Station is a  very 
enjoyable activity 
for your guests as 
we create casual, 
fun, and tasteful 
portraits. Watch 
as they come out 
of their shells to 
make funny faces, 
smile, and have 
an amazing time 
laughing in front 
of the camera. 
We provide props 
and a fun time 
while creating   
beautiful portrait 
photographs.

We select a nice background at your reception site or provide a 
background and a professional photographer creates well composed, 
high-resolution photographs. Using studio lighting equipment, the 
photographer will be available to photograph your guests in any 
groupings they would like. 

This is a wonderful opportunity for couples, families, and groups 
of friends to have a professional portrait taken. Our high-resolution 
prints are produced by a professional photo lab and will be posted 
online for three months and everyone is welcome to view the photos 
and to order prints.
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